
 

 

 

Big West Anderson #3 

API No. 25-101-10152 
35N - 1W - S29 

2420FSL/220FWL 
Completed 10/12/1924 

 
 

This Orphaned Well has been adopted by Well Done Montana LLC and is being included in a Plugging, Abandonment 
and Surface Restoration Plan approved by the Montana Board of Oil & Gas Conservation 

For Information Please Call: (360) 567-7521 

           

   



 

 

Well Summary: 
 
The Big West Anderson #3 Oil Well is positioned at 3,541’ above Sea Level at Township 35N, Range 1W, Section 29 and was drilled 
to a depth of -1,532’ from the surface and completed on October 29, 1924, over 95 years ago, by the drilling contractor S. C. Ferdig 
in the Kevin-Sunburst Field located in Toole County, Montana. 

This well last reported commercial production on October 31, 1992 some 27 years ago, when it was placed into a shut-in status and 
was later designated as an “Orphaned Well” by the Montana Board of Oil & Gas.  

Well Done Montana LLC identified the Big West Anderson #3 Well in September of 2019 as a candidate of for adoption and began 
monitoring emission factors of >357.1 ppm H2S and >45.0% CH4.  Well Done entered into a Right of Entry with the Surface Owners 
and filed a Bond with the Montana Board of Oil & Gas Conservation, which was approved on October 10, 2019. On October 27, 
2019 a Dynamic Flux Chamber was placed over the open well bore and the protocolled testing began with the intent to collect and 
record twelve (12) months of data while preparing the Plugging, Abandonment & Restoration Program (PAR) Plan for review and 
approval of the Montana Board of Oil & Gas Conservation. This well is scheduled to be finally plugged September 2020. 

Well Done Montana is now formally gathering data from the Big West Anderson #3 Well using the Well Done Dynamic Flux Chamber 
and the protocols established by the Princeton University Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering1 to measure methane 
emissions from abandoned and active oil & gas wells in West Virginia in 2018 to empirically establish the emission factor of this well in 
Northern Montana’s Toole County. 

The Well Done Montana LLC© mission is to work diligently to Support the Montana Oil & Gas Industry, Enhance the Environmental 
Quality of the fields we work in and significantly Reduce Greenhouse Gasses (GHG’s) through a proactive Adoption Program of 
Orphaned and Abandoned Oil & Gas Wells and successfully executes the Well Done Montana LLC© Permitted Plugging, 
Abandonment and Restoration Program (PAR) Plans. 
 
Today in the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that there are approximately 3.2 Million "Orphaned or 
Abandoned" Oil & Gas Wells and that number is growing each and every day! 
 
The EPA defines "Orphaned or Abandoned" Wells as:  
 
•    Wells with no recent production, and not plugged. 
Common terms (such as those used in state databases) might include: inactive, temporarily abandoned, shut-in, dormant, idle. 
•    Wells with no recent production and no responsible operator. 
Common terms might include: orphaned, deserted, long-term idle, abandoned. 

Unfortunately, these Oil & Gas Wells are simply not going to plug, abandon and restore the surface themselves.  The time to take a 
proactive position and “own” this story on behalf of Montana’s Oil & Gas Industry, the Environment and our Communities is Right Here, 
Right Now!  
 
The Well Done Montana LLC© Program is a solid approach that provides an alternative pathway to success that benefits all, one 
abandoned Oil & Gas Well at a time that will have our Stakeholders, Partners and Regulators saying “Well Done Montana, Well 
Done”! 

 
www.welldonemontana.com  

 
1“Measuring methane emissions from abandoned and active oil & gas wells in West Virginia” 6 October 2018 Science of the Total Environment 


